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In the period following wolf (Canis lupus ) reintroduction to Yellowstone National Park
(1995 !/2004), the northern Yellowstone elk (Cervus elaphus ) herd declined from
!/17 000 to !/8000 elk (8.1% yr "1). The extent to which wolf predation contributed to
this decline is not obvious because the influence of other factors (human harvest and
lower than average annual rainfall) on elk dynamics has not been quantified. To assess
the contribution of wolf predation to this elk decline, we built and assessed models
based on elk-related data prior to wolf reintroduction (1961 to 1995). We then used the
best of these models to predict how elk dynamics might have been realized after wolf
reintroduction (1995 to 2004) had wolves never been reintroduced. The best performing
model predicted 64% of the variance in growth rate and included elk abundance,
harvest rate, annual snowfall, and annual precipitation as predictor variables. The best
performing models also suggest that harvest may be super-additive. That is, for every
one percent increase in harvest rate, elk population growth rate declines by more than
one percent. Harvest rate also accounted for !/47% of the observed variation in elk
growth rate. According to the best-performing model, which accounts for harvest rate
and climate, the elk population would have been expected to decline by 7.9% per year,
on average, between 1995 and 2004. Within the limits of uncertainty, which are not
trivial, climate and harvest rate are justified explanations for most of the observed elk
decline. To the extent that this is true, we suggest that between 1995 and 2004 wolf
predation was primarily compensatory.
J. A. Vucetich, School of Forest Resources & Environmental Science, Michigan Tech.
Univ., Houghton, MI 49931, USA (javuceti@mtu.edu). !/ D. W. Smith and D. R.
Stahler, National Park Service, Yellowstone Center for Resources, P.O. Box 168,
Yellowstone National Park, WY 82190, USA.

The influence of predation on prey population dynamics
is varied and complex. Meta-analysis of controlled
experiments suggests that predation sometimes, but not
always, results in a trophic cascade (Schmitz et al. 2000).
Nonexperimental introductions of carnivores appear to
be associated with prey declines in about half the cases
(Ebenhard 1988). The influence of predation is also
suggested by the tendency for prey populations to exist
at lower densities when exposed to predator communities
with increased species richness (Peterson 2001, Mech
and Peterson 2002). However, the widespread tendency
for carnivore and prey populations to be positively

correlated (over time and across space, Fuller and Sievert
2001), may indicate that predator equilibria are importantly determined by prey equilibria, rather than the
reverse.
A useful approach for understanding variations in the
effect of predation is synthetic analysis (Sinclair 2003,
Sinclair et al. 2003) of individual case studies (Mduma et
al. 1999, Dumont et al. 2000, Grange et al. 2004, Joly
and Messier 2004). Such analysis depends on the
accumulation of case studies.
Knowledge concerning predation effects on prey
is often inadequate for effective conservation and
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management. For example, seal (Pagophilus groenlandicus and Halichoerus grypus ) harvests off the east coast
of Canada are motivated by the belief that seals compete
with humans for fish. The harvest is controversial, in
part, because the actual influence of predatory seals
is uncertain (Yodzis 2001). Similar situations exist for
wolf !/moose !/human systems in Alaska (National Research Council 1997), and for cormorant !/herring !/
human systems in the Great Lakes, North America
(Stapanian and Bur 2002).
Given the preceding contexts, an important case for
study is the influence of predation on prey dynamics is
the restoration of wolves (Canis lupus ) to the Northern
Range of Yellowstone National Park (YNP; in Wyoming
and Montana, USA), where a large herd of elk (Cervus
elaphus ) resides. The elk population was monitored prior
to (1961 !/1995) and after (1995 !/2004) the reintroduction of wolves (Houston 1982, Lemke et al. 1998, YNP,
unpubl.). Since the wolf reintroduction, estimated elk
abundance has declined. Superficially, the decline may
reasonably be attributed to wolf predation. One population model, prepared prior to wolf reintroduction
indicates that wolves would cause elk to eventually
decline by approximately 10 !/30 percent (Boyce and
Gaillard 1992, Boyce 1993). Some familiar with the
system believe elk will decline substantially more than
this (Messier et al. 1995), and others substantially less
than this (Mack and Singer 1993). Understanding the
influence of wolf reintroduction on elk dynamics is
complicated by the influence of human harvest and
climate, which are known to importantly affect elk
population dynamics (Bender and Miller 1999, Biederbeck et al. 2001, Wang et al. 2002). Specifically, since
wolf reintroduction, the Northern Range has experienced a severe multi-year drought and an increased
average annual rate of harvest.
In this paper, we empirically quantify the extent to
which wolves may have contributed to the observed
decline in elk abundance. We do this by building several
time series models of elk population growth rate based
on data prior to the wolf reintroduction (1961 !/1995).
We then project these model predictions on the basis of
covariate values (e.g. harvest and climate) observed each
year since wolf reintroduction. Conceptually, the difference between the predicted and observed trajectory of
elk is the estimated contribution of wolves to the
observed elk decline.

Data sources and preparation
Elk data
Elk have been counted by aerial survey during most
years between 1961 and 2004 (Table 1). The methods are
described and data presented in Taper and Gogan (2002)
and in Lemke et al. (1998). Data since 1995 were
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obtained from annual reports of the elk count and elk
harvest (Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks 2004).
Each year elk are counted in December or early
January. Since 1976, this elk population has been
harvested during four separate annual hunts that take
place just north of Yellowstone Park. Three hunts,
known as general season hunts, focus on bulls and occur
each autumn. The other hunt, known as the late season
hunt, focuses on antlerless elk and occurs during
January and February. We calculated a pre-harvest count
(Nt) by adding, to the count, the number harvested prior
to the count. We calculated two harvest statistics. One
included the total number of elk harvested each season
(THt). The other excluded elk killed during the fall hunt,
which may have less impact on population dynamics
because it removes a small portion of the population
(2.8% on average) and consists primarily of bulls. This
harvest primarily represents the elk harvest during the
late hunt, which occurs during February and March. We
denote this statistic as LHt. In each case, we calculated
harvest rate (THt and LHt) as the number of elk
harvested divided by Nt. From successive annual values
of Nt, we estimated annual population growth rate for
year t as rt #/ln(Nt$1)"/ln(Nt).

Weather data
We used weather data collected from the Mammoth
weather station, which is located on the Northern Range.
Specifically, we used mean daily maximum temperature
during summer (June !/August), mean daily minimum
temperature during winter (January !/February), cumulative snowfall (October !/April, St), annual precipitation
(November !/October, Pt), and summer precipitation
(July) (Table 1). We considered summer precipitation
separately because elk may be especially limited by the
nutritive quality of summer forage (Merrill and Boyce
1991, Cook et al. 2004). Importantly, summer precipitation and annual precipitation are not well correlated
(R #/0.15, p #/0.35). We also used an index of snow
water equivalent (i.e. water content of the snow)
measured four times during each winter (1 Jan, 1 Feb,
1 Mar and 1 April). Snow water equivalent may indicate
winter severity or drought stress. These data were
measured in the Northern Range near Lupine Creek
and were obtained from Farnes (1996) and P. Farnes and
C. Hayden (pers. comm.).

Wolf predation data
The total number of elk killed by a sample of wolf packs
living in the Northern Range, during two 30-day
intervals beginning each 15 November and 1 March
since 1995, has been estimated by intensively monitoring
the movements and activities of radio-collared wolves
OIKOS 111:2 (2005)
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Table 1. Data pertaining to elk demography and climate for the northern Yellowstone elk herd in Montana and Wyoming. Elk data were obtained from Taper and Gogan (2002), Lemke
et al. (1998), and from annual harvest reports (Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks 2004). Climate data were obtained from the Western Regional Climate center (www.wrcc.dri.edu/),
Farnes (1996), and P. Farnes and C. Hayden (pers. comm.). The climate data have been normalized to have a mean value of zero and a standard deviation of one.
Year

1960 !/61
1961 !/62
1962 !/63
1963 !/64
1964 !/65
1965 !/66
1966 !/67
1967 !/68
1968 !/69
1969 !/70
1970 !/71
1971 !/72
1972 !/73
1973 !/74
1974 !/75
1975 !/76
1976 !/77
1977 !/78
1978 !/79
1979 !/80
1980 !/81
1981 !/82
1982 !/83
1983 !/84
1984 !/85
1985 !/86
1986 !/87
1987 !/88
1988 !/89
1989 !/90
1990 !/91
1991 !/92
1992 !/93
1993 !/94
1994 !/95
1995 !/96
1996 !/97
1997 !/98
1998 !/99
1999 !/00
2000 !/01

Elk*

8150
5725
!/
!/
4476
!/
3842
3172
4305
5543
7281
8215
9981
10529
12607
12014
12828
12680
10838
!/
!/
16019
!/
!/
!/
16286
17007
18913
16536
14829
12027
12859
17585
19045
16791 ’’
15091 ’’
13391
11692
11742
14538
13400

Elk prior to
harvest

Late
harvest

Total
harvest

Winter minimum
temperature

$

%

§

’

Summer
maximum
temperature
**

!/
!/
!/
!/
!/
!/
!/
!/
!/
!/
!/
!/
!/
!/
!/
1189
0
802
31
467
133
1015
1434
1657
1211
1042
845
220
2409
484
697
1787
1574
273
2039
1400
2465
1273
1626
940
1221

1459
4744
1820
1151
1904
1270
2692
1100
50
50
45
75
154
210
147
1529
219
1063
342
661
376
1359
1881
2061
1571
1498
1739
579
2896
1299
1005
4515
2055
527
2538
1706
3320
1606
1959
1084
1494

1.15
"/1.19
"/0.55
"/0.84
"/1.75
"/0.89
1.64
0.64
"/0.32
"/0.53
"/0.23
0.53
0.18
0.03
"/1.17
0.08
"/0.49
1.72
"/1.43
"/0.66
0.97
"/0.62
1.67
0.48
"/1.53
2.09
0.32
"/0.65
"/1.14
0.40
0.84
1.67
"/0.62
0.68
0.72
"/0.84
"/0.19
0.75
0.51
0.83
"/0.74

0.66
"/0.95
0.49
0.96
"/0.39
1.07
0.59
0.39
"/0.29
0.07
"/0.24
"/0.79
0.20
0.93
0.49
0.66
0.31
0.01
0.64
"/0.25
0.00
"/1.25
"/1.31
"/0.19
0.29
"/1.49
"/1.59
0.85
0.93
"/0.04
0.51
"/2.17
"/3.16
"/0.35
"/1.06
0.55
"/0.75
0.96
0.22
1.08
0.43

9609
10469
!/
!/
6380
6534
6534
4272
4355
5593
7326
8290
10135
10739
12754
12354
13047
12941
11149
!/
!/
16363
!/
!/
!/
16742
17901
19272
17023
15644
12335
15587
18066
19299
17290
15397
14246
12025
12075
14682
13673

Annual precip.

Summer
precip.

Annual
Snowfall

$$

%%

§§

"/0.22
0.59
"/1.01
"/0.33
0.44
"/1.21
0.52
"/1.19
"/0.32
0.09
"/0.80
0.06
"/0.12
"/0.60
0.39
0.48
1.03
"/0.29
"/0.12
0.45
"/1.65
"/0.03
2.05
2.43
0.55
1.26
2.51
"/0.57
"/0.22
"/1.22
"/0.72
0.45
1.04
0.10
0.68
"/0.57
1.88
"/0.65
"/1.05
"/1.17
0.03

"/1.52
2.20
"/2.19
0.49
0.00
"/2.16
0.00
1.30
"/0.25
"/0.35
0.71
1.93
"/0.67
"/0.71
1.24
1.27
"/0.95
0.00
"/1.23
0.62
"/2.15
0.19
"/0.81
"/0.47
"/0.88
0.08
"/1.89
"/0.68
0.80
"/0.56
0.62
"/0.29
0.25
"/0.34
0.42
1.26
0.70
"/0.38
1.01
"/0.26
"/0.11

0.32
0.55
1.53
0.22
0.96
"/1.17
0.99
2.32
0.46
"/0.49
0.00
2.36
"/0.91
"/0.98
"/0.31
1.27
"/1.11
"/0.76
"/0.45
0.32
!/
!/
!/
!/
"/0.72
0.12
"/0.58
"/1.39
0.58
"/0.83
0.05
0.21
0.97
"/0.54
0.49
"/0.32
1.64
"/0.94
0.04
"/0.33
"/1.78

Snow water
equivalent

"/0.94
0.78
"/0.88
"/0.14
1.79
"/0.71
1.29
1.32
1.27
"/0.14
1.38
1.60
"/0.82
0.15
0.09
1.38
"/1.58
1.36
0.70
"/0.90
"/1.74
"/0.08
"/0.41
"/0.96
"/0.08
0.21
"/1.57
"/1.47
0.06
0.33
"/0.80
"/0.18
0.02
"/0.67
"/0.10
0.43
2.11
0.00
0.93
"/0.57
"/1.31
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* Elk are counted in December of the first year (listed in each row), or January of second year. For example, 12014 elk were counted in late December 1975.
$ prior to fall harvest in first year listed in each row.
% occurs during February and March of second year.
§ equals fall harvest of first year plus February/March harvest of second year.
’ average daily minimum temperature for January, February, and March of second year.
** average daily maximum temperature for July of second year.
$$ cumulative precipitation from November of first year through October of second year.
%% cumulative precipitation for July of second year.
§§ cumulative snowfall during winter spanning first and second year.
’’ estimated from cohort reconstruction (Wright 2003). These values were not used to calculate regression models, which were based on data from 1961 !/1994. These values are depicted
in Fig. 3 and 4.

"/0.40
0.29
!/
"/1.12
"/0.50
!/
1.32
1.71
!/
1221
965
!/
1103
718
702
2001 !/02
2002 !/03
2003 !/04

11969
9215
8335

12087
9462
8335

§
$

%

’

"/1.67
0.13
!/

"/1.01
"/0.76
!/

§§
$$

%%

"/0.55
"/0.59
!/

Snow water
equivalent
Annual
Snowfall
Summer
precip.
Annual precip.

Summer
maximum
temperature
**
Winter minimum
temperature
Total
harvest
Late
harvest
Elk prior to
harvest
Elk*
Year

Table 1. (Continued )
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from the ground and from aircraft (Smith et al. 2004,
Table 2). The total number of elk killed annually by
wolves may be extrapolated by: i) assuming that
monitored and unmonitored packs in the North Range
kill at that same rates, and ii) assuming that kill rates
during November and February are representative of kill
rates during that winter (November through April) and
by assuming that summer kill rates (May through
October) are well represented by multiplying winter kill
rates by 0.70 (Messier 1994). From these numbers we
estimated annual wolf predation rate (Wt) as the
extrapolated number of elk killed divided by the number
of elk in the population. We also assess the consequences
of the above mentioned assumptions.

Model selection and assessment
Prior to wolf reintroduction
We estimated parameters for several multiple linear
regression models. The dependent variable for these
models was rt, for t#/1961 !/1994. Estimated models
were selected by means of the stepwise regression
algorithm. The candidate independent variables included: Nt, ln(Nt), THt, LHt, and the weather variables
described in the previous section. We also considered
lagged terms and squared terms for each of the variables.
During the 1980s, the range area occupied by northern
Yellowstone elk expanded by approximately 40% (Lemke
et al. 1998). Because population dynamics are often
predicted from density, and because density is affected
by area occupied by the population, it is important to
explicitly assess the effect of the range expansion. To do
this, we considered indicator variables that would allow
for different intercepts (IAt) and abundance coefficients
(IBt) for the time periods prior to and after 1980. For
example, the structure of a model with different intercepts and abundance coefficients would be: rt #/a0$/
aIAIAt$/aNNt$/aIBIBt, where IAt is zero for t B/1980
and one for t"/1980; and IBt is zero for t B/1980 and Nt
for t "/1980. Either a different intercept or slope would
Table 2. The numbers of packs in the Northern Range of
Yellowstone National and the documented number of elk killed
by monitored packs during March and November between 1995
and 2003. Each year three packs were monitored.
Year

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

No. of packs

3
4
4
4
4
5
6
9
10

No. of elk killed by monitored packs
March

November

34
38
43
56
39
37
25
35
32

12
32
26
24
27
33
29
28
33
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correspond to a different equilibrium size (carrying
capacity, Royama 1992).
To compare the performance of each model, we used
R2 and information-theoretic statistics (Burnham and
Anderson 1998, Anderson et al. 2000). More specifically,
we calculated each model’s AICC (Akaike’s information
criterion, corrected for small sample size): AICC #/
"/[2ln(L(ujdata))]$/2K$/2K(K$/1)/(N "/K "/1), where
ln(L(ujdata) is the value of the maximized log-likelihood
over the unknown parameters, given the model and the
data, K is the number of model parameters, and N is the
sample size. The first term in the expression for AICC
represents a measure of the model’s fit, the second term a
penalty for each parameter in the model, and the third
term a correction for small sample size. AICC relies on
principles of parsimony and information theory to
estimate the relative distance between a model and the
underlying process that created the observed data.
We also calculated DAICC, which equals the AICC for
the model of interest minus the smallest AICC for the set
of models being considered. The best model has a
DAICC of zero. Models with DAICC B/2 are considered
worthy of consideration (Burnham and Anderson 1998).
From AICC values we also calculated the AICC weight
of each model i (wi) (Anderson et al. 2000: p. 918 provide
an expression for wi). The ratio wi:wj estimates how
many times more support the data provide for model i
than model j.

Results
Properties of the models
Four of the models estimated by the stepwise regression
algorithm (Table 3, Fig. 1) performed reasonably well

with respect to absolute predictability (i.e. R2 "/0.5),
including only variables with small p-values, and small
values of DAICC (i.e. B/2.0). The stepwise regression
algorithm did not select any models which included
ln(Nt), nor did it select models with lagged terms (Taper
and Gogan 2002). For the best performing models, the
residuals were not autocorrelated, nor did plots of
predictor variables versus residuals suggest that any
of the models were failing to capture any significant
nonlinearities. We do not doubt that the system may
contain nonlinearities, but claim only that linear relationships adequately fit the observed data over the range
of observed parameter space (Vucetich and Peterson
2004). None of the best performing models exhibited
multicolinearity, nor were they excessively influenced by
individual observations.
Harvest rate (excluding the fall harvest) appears as
a predictor variable in each model (Table 3). The
contribution of harvest rate to explaining the variation
in elk growth rate can be estimated by multiplying the
standardized regression coefficient for harvest times that
correlation coefficient between LHt and rt (Schumacker
and Lomax 1996). We calculated this statistic for each
of the four best models, and calculated an average
contribution of LHt, weighted by each model’s AICC
weight. According to this calculation, harvest rate
accounts for 47% of the observed annual variation in
elk population growth rate for the period 1961 !/1995.
The regression coefficient for LHt (aH) is a measure of
the degree to which harvest is additive. If aH #/ "/1, then
harvest is purely additive. That is, an increase of 0.01 in
LHt would correspond with a decrease in annual growth
rate of 0.01. We calculated the weighted average value
for estimates of aH, where the average is taken across all
models with DAICC B/2, and each model estimate is
weighted by the model’s AICc weight, which indicates

Table 3. Comparison of models selected by stepwise regression algorithm.
Predictor variables*

AICc
$

DAICc
%

LH
LH ( B/0.01), P (0.01)
LH ( B/0.01), P ( B/0.01), S (0.07)
LH ( B/0.01), P ( B/0.01), S (0.06), N (0.08)
LH ( B/0.01), P (0.01), S (0.09), N (0.03), IA (0.14)
LH, P, S, N, IA, IB
LH, P, S, N, IA, IB, S(lag)

"/78.7
"/83.5
"/84.1
"/84.2
"/82.9
"/81.5
"/77.8

5.5
0.8
0.1
0.0
1.3
2.7
6.4

W§
0.02
0.20
0.27
0.29
0.15
0.07
0.01

(0.22)
(0.30)
(0.32)
(0.16)

R2 ’

Projected average
rt**

0.27
0.49
0.57
0.64
0.69
0.74
0.76

!/
"/0.054
"/0.107
"/0.097
"/0.047
!/
!/

*The symbols are: LH#/late harvest rate, P #/annual precipitation, S#/cumulative snowfall, N #/abundance, IA#/indicator variable
for intercept (see text), IB#/indicator variable of abundance coefficient (see text), S(lag)#/cumulative snowfall during previous
winter. Numbers in parenthesis under predictor variables are p-values for the four best-performing models.
** Projected average rt is the average growth rate for values of Nt projected over the period between 1995 and 2004 (Fig. 3).
Projected averages were not calculated for models with DAICC "/2.0. For reference, the observed annual decline was "/0.081.
$ AICC is Akaike’s information criterion, corrected for small sample size.
% DAICC is AICC for the model of interest minus the smallest AICC for the set of models being considered. We only considered
models with DAICC B/2.
§ W is the AICC weight of each model. The ratio of one model’s weight to another estimates how many times more support the data
provide for that model over the other. Numbers in paranthesis under W are AICC weights computed relative to just the four best
performing models.
’ R2 is the proportion of total variation explained by each model.
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Weighted, standardized coefficients

0.2
0.1
0
-0.1
observed

-0.2

h,p (0.20)
-0.3

h,p,s (0.27)
n,h,p,s (0.29)

-0.4
-0.5
1960

ind,n,h,p,s (0.15)
1965

1970

1975

1980

1985

1990

1995

Year

Fig. 1. Observed and predicted population growth rates for
northern Yellowstone elk prior to wolf reintroduction, 1961 !/
1994. Each set of predictions corresponds to each of four bestperforming models depicted in Table 3 (i.e. with DAICC B/2.0).
Numbers in parentheses are AICC weights (W in Table 3) for
each model.

the model’s likelihood, relative to other the models
(Anderson et al. 2000). The weighted average value of
aH is "/1.5, which may indicate that harvest is superadditive (Discussion). We also quantified uncertainty in
aH by examining the distribution of bootstrap estimates
of aH (for the model with the best performing structure
in Table 3).
The 95% confidence interval for aH is [ "/2.1, "/0.32],
the 80% confidence interval for aH is ["/2.0, "/0.72], and
the 50% confidence interval for aH is ["/1.8, "/1.2]. The
apparent super-additivity of the harvest may be explained by the fact that most elk (70%) taken in the
harvest were pregnant (Lemke 2003).
To better understand the importance of each predictor
variable, we also calculated the standardized regression
coefficients for each of four best performing models.
Standardized regression coefficients represent the
change in the response variable (rt; measured in units
of standard deviation of the response variable) for every
unit change in a particular predictor variable (measured
in units of standard deviation for that predictor variable). Standardized regression coefficients allow one to
compare coefficients for predictor variables that are
measured on different scales (e.g. abundance and precipitation). We calculated the weighted average value for
each standardized regression coefficient, where the
average is taken across all models with DAICC B/2, and
each model estimate is weighted by the model’s AICC
weight (Fig. 2).

1

precipitation
0.68

0.5

range
expansion
0.06

0

-0.5

harvest
-0.82

snow
-0.29

density
-0.18

Predictor variable

-1

Fig. 2. The weighted, standardized regression coefficients for
each predictor variable included in the four best-performing
models depicted in Table 3 (i.e. with DAICc B/2.0). Each value is
a weighted average of the standardized coefficients for each of
the models, where the weight is the AICc weight (W in Table 3)
of each corresponding model. The relative influence of each
variable may be assessed by comparing these coefficients
because standardized regression coefficients reflect how many
standard deviation units the response variable changes for every
standard deviation unit change in the corresponding predictor
variable.

rt #f(Nt ; Ht ; Ct ) for t#1995

(1a)

rt #f(N̂t ; Ht ; Ct ) for t"1995

(1b)

where f() represents one of the models in Table 3, Ct
represents a set of climate variables corresponding to one
of the models in Table 3, and N̂t #exp(ln(N%
t"1 )$rt );
where N%t"1 #/17290 for t-1#/1995 (Table 1) or N%
t"1 #
N̂t"1 for t "/1 "/1995.
Projected values of elk abundance tend to decline from
1995 to 2004 for each of the models that performed
reasonably well (Fig. 3). We calculated the weighted
average value for estimates of projected Nt, where the

20,000

Observed and predicted elk
abundance

Observed and predicted population
growth rate

0.3

16,000

12,000

8,000

4,000

observed
h,p (0.20)
h,p,s (0.27)
n,h,p,s (0.29)
ind,n,h,p,s (0.15)
average

0
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Year

Model projections
We projected growth rates and abundances from 1995 !/
2004 on the basis of the best performing models in Table
3. These predictions were calculated as:
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Fig. 3. Observed and projected population abundances for
northern Yellowstone elk after wolf reintroduction, 1995 !/
2004. Each set of predictions corresponds to each of the four
best-performing models depicted in Table 3 (i.e. with DAICc B/
2.0). The numbers in parentheses are AICc weights (W in Table
3) for each model.
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Observed and predicted elk
abundance

20,000

16,000

12,000
observed
8,000

expected
low harvest, realized climate

4,000

realized harvest, average climate
low harvest, average climate

0
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Year

Fig. 4. Observed and projected population abundances for
northern Yellowstone elk after wolf reintroduction (1995 !/
2004) under hypothetical scenarios, entailing lower rates of
harvest and (or) average climatic conditions. Low late harvest
rates correspond to LHt #/0.05 for t #/1995 to 2004, which is
half the average rate observed during this period.
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average is taken across all models with DAICC B/2, and
each model estimate is weighted by the model’s AICC
weight. The series of weighted averages declined, with
an average annual growth rate of "/0.079 from 1995
to 2004. The observed average annual rate of decline was
"/0.081 for the same period. Thus, harvest, climate, and
density dependence appear able to account for most
(98% #/ "/0.079/"/0.081) of the observed decline.
To further explore the influence of climate and
harvesting on the observed decline, we projected the
best performing model under three hypothetical scenarios for the period 1995 !/2004 (Fig. 4): 1) low harvest and
realized (e.g. drought) climate; 2) realized harvest and
average climate; and 3) low harvest and average climate.
Low harvest corresponds to a 4.5% harvest rate each
year. This value is half of the actual average harvest rate
during this time period (1995 !/2003). These scenarios
suggest that both climate and harvest contributed
importantly to the decline since 1995. Had either the
climate been milder or had the harvest been lighter, the
population would have declined only slightly. The slight
decline in either case would have been attributable to
density dependence.
There is uncertainty in the actual average rate of elk
decline (based on the elk counts, column 3 in Table 1).
Moreover, the projected rates of decline (Fig. 3, which is
based on models in Table 3) do not account for
uncertainty or the influence of environmental stochasticity. To quantify these uncertainties and environmental
stochasticity and to better appreciate how they affect
interpretation of the projected values of Nt, we calculated and compared estimated probability distributions
for each average rate of decline. First, we estimated the
probability distribution for rate of decline in elk counts
by calculating a normal probability distribution with a
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-0.05

0
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Growth rate
Fig. 5. Estimated probability distributions for the average
annual rate of population decline since wolf reintroduction
(1995 !/2004) based on temporal variation in observed elk
counts (solid line) and on projected models (Table 3) parameterized from 20 000 bootstrap samples of the original data,
prior to wolf reintroduction (dotted line).

mean value of "/0.081 (the estimated average rate of
decline) and a standard deviation of 0.041, which is the
estimated standard error for the observed average rate of
decline from 1995 to 2004 (solid curve in Fig. 5). Second,
we estimated the probability distribution for rate of
decline in projected values of Nt (i.e. Fig. 3) by projecting
values of Nt based on models estimated from bootstrap
samples of the data (dotted curves in Fig. 5). More
specifically: 1) we created numerous bootstrap samples
from which we estimated regression coefficients for
models with structure corresponding to each of the
four best performing models in Table 3, and 2) on the
basis of each set of bootstrapped regression coefficients
(including the error terms which represent environmental
stochasticity) we calculated average growth rates from
trajectories of projected values of Nt (for t#/1995 to
2004). We did this 5000 times for each of the four model
structures. This generated four sets of 5000 averaged
growth rates. Next we generated a single frequency
distribution from these four sets of values, where the
contribution of each set was weighted according to the
AICc weight for each corresponding model. We did this
by counting, for each set, the number of growth rates
falling within each of 50 equal size intervals between
"/0.20 to 0.05 (Fig. 5). The number in each category was
then multiplied by the corresponding AICC weight.
Because the bootstrap distribution and the normal
distribution largely overlap (Fig. 5), the observed decline
in elk counts is not significantly different from the
projected decline in elk numbers.
Context for these results is provided by examining
patterns of harvest and climate between 1995 and 2003
(Table 1). Specifically, average harvest rate for the late
harvest between 1995 and 2003 (10.4%) was 2.7 times
greater than average harvest rate between 1970 and 1994
and 67% higher than the average rate between 1986 and
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1994. Annual precipitation had been below average in six
(of nine) years between 1995 and 2003. Some of these
years were characterized by extremely low precipitation
(e.g. 1998, 2001 and 2002, Table 1). Average cumulative
snowfall for the years between 1995 and 2003, has also
been slightly above that of previous years (e.g. 1995 !/96,
1996 !/97 and 1999 !/2000). The projected decline is
associated with increased harvest and climate conditions
that had been more severe than in previous years.

Wolf predation
To assess, as directly as possible, how wolf predation
may have affected elk population dynamics, we first
calculated residuals for each of the four best performing
models (Table 3) by subtracting the estimated number of
elk (Nt) from the projected number (/N̂t ) for each year
between 1995 and 2004. Then we regressed predation
rate (Wt) (which were calculated by methods described in
wolf predation data and from data in Table 2) on the
residuals to quantify the influence of estimated annual
kill rate on elk growth rate. The slope of this regression
estimates the degree to which wolf predation is additive,
given the influence of harvest, precipitation, snowfall,
and range expansion predicted by each of the best
models. More specifically, the slope indicates by how
much elk population growth rate would decline for every
unit change in predation rate.
Recall, predation rate was extrapolated by assuming that summer kill rate is 70% of winter kill rate.
Although this assumed relationship seems reasonable,
data supporting any estimate are very limited. Because
the relationship between summer and winter kill
rates is not well understood, the estimated slopes
could be biased to the extent that we over- or underestimate summer kill rates. However, the significance
(i.e. p-values) for the slopes should not be biased if
summer and winter kill rates are well correlated, or if
inferences are limited to assessing the influence of winter
predation rates on elk population dynamics. Under
such circumstances estimated winter predation would
be a linearly-transformed index of the total annual
predation rate.
For each of the four best models, the p-value for the
significance of the slope was large: p#/0.74 for the model
including harvest and precipitation (i.e. the model in
Table 3 with an DAICC #/0.8), p#/0.85 for the model
including harvest, precipitation, and snowfall DAICC #/
0.1), p#/0.48 for the model including harvest, precipitation, snowfall, and density DAICC #/0), and p#/0.35 for
the model including harvest, precipitation, snowfall,
density, and an indicator variable for the intercept
DAICC #/1.3). Confidence intervals (95%) for the slopes
of each model were also large: [ "/4.6, 3.4] for the model
with DAICC #/0.8, ["/5.3, 4.5] for the model with
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DAICC #/0.1, [ "/6.2, 3.2] for the model with DAICC #/
0, and [ "/6.4, 2.6] for the model with DAICC #/1.3. This
more direct examination also fails to show that wolf
predation had been an important influence on elk
population dynamics.
One might also consider assessing the influence of
predation by comparing the performance of a pair of
models based on data from 1961 to 2004, where one
model includes harvest, climate, and elk density and the
other model includes these predictors as well as predation rate, where predation rate is calculated from Table 2
for years 1995 !/2003 and is zero for years prior to 1995.
When this approach is taken, the model without wolf
predation receives five times as much support as the
model with wolf predation (on the basis of AICC
weights), and the p-value for the wolf predation coefficient is 0.76.

Discussion
Some managers and segments of the general public
express concern over a strong belief that northern
Yellowstone elk have been declining (from 1995 to
2004) and that the decline is importantly attributable
to wolf predation. Our analysis (Fig. 3, 5) indicates that
there is greater justification for believing that harvest
rate and severe climate, together, account for at least
much of the decline. During this time, harvest and
climate conditions were more severe than in previous
years (Table 1). To the extent that harvest and climate
largely account for the decline in elk abundance (from
1995 !/2004), wolf predation would have been either
numerically minor and (or) substantially compensatory
(not additive).
Portions of our analysis are based on some simplifying
assumptions about wolf predation. We took annual
predation rates to be a linear function of predation rates
estimated during March and November. Virtually all
assessments of wolf predation are similarly limited
(Messier 1994). These assumptions do not affect the
claim that elk decline may be explained without invoking
wolf predation (Fig. 3). Otherwise, claims concerning the
regression and residual analysis require assuming only
that kill rates in March and November are correlated
with kill rates in other portions of the year (e.g. years
with higher than average kill rates in March and
November also have higher than average kill rates at
other times during the same year). Because our calculations suggest that the average annual predation rate
between 1995 and 2003 was relatively low (i.e. 0.05), we
would have to have underestimated unmeasured kill rate
by a substantial amount for the true annual predation
rates to have been high (say 0.10, which is the average
rate of the late harvest). Regardless, concerns about the
true nature of annual predation rate represent good
OIKOS 111:2 (2005)

reason to focus on the observation that elk decline can
be explained without any reference to wolf predation (i.e.
Fig. 3).
The logic of our analysis (which is based on dynamics
in the absence of predation; i.e. Fig. 1) and interpretation
is not affected by the possibility that predation would
affect or is affected by age structure. Nevertheless, our
analysis does not explicitly account for the influence of
age structure on density dependence. Given the life
history of elk and the assessment by Lande et al. (2003
p.72), we expect annual and total density dependence
(sensu Lande et al. 2002) to be weaker than the direct
density dependence (i.e. see best performing model in
Table 3). For this reason, and because our assessment
suggests that direct density dependence is weak, a more
precise accounting of density dependence would not
likely affect our conclusion that harvest and climate are
more important processes.
Several independent observations further justify considering wolf predation to have been substantially
compensatory and suggest some of the mechanisms by
which compensation may have been occurring. Generally, wolves in YNP and elsewhere have tended to prey
on elk with apparently high risk of mortality from other
causes (Peterson 1977). More specifically, in YNP: 1)
virtually all elk killed by wolves in late winter (March)
have exhibited signs of poor nutrition (i.e. low fat
content in the bone marrow of femurs; YNP unpubl.;
Cook et al. 2001); 2) wolves have tended to select calves
and elk greater than nine years of age (Smith et al. 2004)
!/ age classes that tend to elevated mortality rates
(Loison et al. 1999), even in the absence of wolf
predation; and 3) temporal variation (i.e. standard
deviation) in elk killed appears to be two to three times
greater for calves, bulls, or old cow ( "/nine years) than
for prime-aged cows (p#/0.01 for kills/month; pB/0.01
for kills/wolf/month; these p-values are for a test for
equality of variances). Although the relevance of this last
observation requires further analysis, superficially, it
may indicate compensatory predation insomuch as
predation rate varies with the availability of elk characterized by low reproductive value and sensitivity
(to population growth rate, sensu Caswell 2001).
For additional context, it is useful to recognize that: 1)
northern Yellowstone elk are distinctive because they are
preyed upon by more predator species than most other
elk populations (i.e. humans, wolves, coyotes, cougars,
black bears, and grizzly bears; Smith et al. 2003); and 2)
since the mid-1980s the abundance of cougars and
grizzly bears has also increased (Murphy 1998, Schwartz
and Haroldson 2003).
Our analysis suggests that human harvest may have
been super-additive. That is, for every one percent
increase in harvest rate the population growth rate
declines by more than one percent (i.e. 1.55 with 80%
confidence intervals of ["/2.0%, "/0.7%]). This could
OIKOS 111:2 (2005)

reflect both direct and indirect effects of harvest.
Alternatively, harvest rates could be correlated with
some factor that also tends to reduce population growth
rate. Perhaps, for example, harvest and winter severity
each reduce population growth rate, and harvest rates
tends to be greater in more severe winters. This is
plausible because elk mobility is more restricted during
sever winters and more easily found by hunters. This
possibility is further supported by the positive correlation between cumulative annual snowfall and the late
harvest rate (LHt; R #/0.48, p#/0.01). This correlation
does not however imply that the effect of harvest is
misconstrued for what is really the effect of cumulative
annual snow. This is so because the best performing
model (Table 3) with elk density, snow, precipitation, and
harvest performs much better compared to the model
with only elk density, snow, and precipitation (i.e. R2 #/
0.08, DAICC #/17). Models with an interaction term for
harvest and snow did not outperform models without
this interaction term. More generally, it is not surprising
that human harvest would be more additive than wolf
predation, because whereas wolves are highly selective
for elk in vulnerable age classes, human hunters show no
such selection and are more likely to kill prime-aged elk
(Wright 2003).
Great value seems to be placed on considering the
northern Yellowstone elk herd to be naturally regulated
(Coughenhour and Singer 1996, Singer et al. 1998, Huff
and Varley 1999, National Research Council 2002, Soulé
et al. 2003). However, unless human harvest is considered a natural process, it seems unreasonable to consider
the northern Yellowstone elk herd naturally regulated,
given that about half of the variation in annual growth
rate is attributable to annual variation in harvest rate. If
the management goal of the late hunt is to reduce elk
abundance for the purpose of increasing the standing
biomass of plant species consumed by elk (Lemke 2003),
then this analysis indicates that the harvest has been
effective in its proximate goal of reducing the abundance
of northern Yellowstone elk. More serious consideration
should be given to appreciating the effect of human elk
harvest on wolf population dynamics.
Another independent observation highlights the
apparent role of drought in the recent elk decline
(1995 !/2004). Although ungulate starvation is common
near the end of severe winters (i.e. long periods of deep
snow which limit mobility and access to forage, e.g.
1996 !/97), elk starvation is not typically associated with
mild winters. Nevertheless, elk starvation was documented in late winter 2003 !/04, which was mild but preceded
by several years of low annual precipitation. Elk may
have had elevated risk of starvation even during the mild
winter of 2003 !/04 because forage conditions during the
previous summer were poor due to low annual precipitation (Cook et al. 2004). Previous analyses have indicated
that precipitation has been an important predictor of elk
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population growth rate (Coughenhour and Singer 1996,
Taper and Gogan 2002, Wang et al. 2002).
That predation may have been substantially compensatory or numerically unimportant, does not indicate
that wolf predation on elk will be compensatory in the
future. Specifically, wolf predation might be more
additive for higher rates of predation and (or) under
climate conditions that are more favorable to elk.
Experimental studies have shown that the extent to
which predation or harvest is additive with other sources
of mortality depends on time-varying circumstances,
such as abundance of food (Floyd 1995, Reid et al. 1995,
Oedekoven and Joern 2000, Tveraa et al. 2003). These
considerations may indicate why the effects of predator
introductions on prey populations seem so varied
(Ebenhard 1988, Schmitz et al. 2000). Though human
harvesting can be largely compensatory under a wide
range of circumstances (Boyce et al. 1999), it is not
always (Pederson et al. 2004, Williams et al. 2004, this
study). Much more empirical and theoretical insight are
required to adequately understand the extent to and
circumstances under which harvest and predation are
additive to other causes of mortality.
Generally, the influence of predation on prey may be
assessed from a variety of perspectives. Common perspectives include assessing kill rate (Vucetich et al. 2002),
cause-specific rates of mortality among various age
classes of prey (Ballard et al. 2001), and prey abundance
in relation to other relevant covariates, such as predator
density (Arditi and Ginzburg 1989, Messier 1994).
Kill rate assessment, for example, represents a highly
mechanistic, but also a highly reductive, perspective. It
is reductive in the sense that one assumes prey dynamics
may be understood by re-assembling constituent predictors of temporal fluctuation in abundance that are
studied separately. In this context, predation may be
examined by estimating the functional and numerical
responses and then relating them to population dynamics according to Lotka !/Volterra theory. In contrast,
the perspective taken here (i.e. time series analysis of
prey abundance and relevant covariates) is more holistic,
but also less mechanistic. This perspective is less
mechanistic in the sense that many detailed mechanisms
(e.g. functional and numerical responses) are subsumed.
This perspective is more holistic in the sense used by
philosophers of science (Rosenburg 2000, Lange 2004).
That is, it focuses directly on the phenomena of interest;
i.e. how factors like drought, harvest and predation
affect abundance. This valuable perspective (i.e. that
entailing time series analyses of abundance) is increasingly common (Jonzén et al. 2002, 2005, Vucetich and
Peterson 2004). Because these and other perspectives
each have merits and limitations, it is important to
consider various perspectives with a pluralistic attitude.
In a significant sense, the perspective is as important as
the conclusion. In this case, one may be more impressed
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by the uncertainty of understanding elk dynamics than
by the claim that one is well justified in believing that
wolf predation does not explain the population decline.
Regardless, the conclusion (whatever it may be) is as
important as knowing what can and cannot be said from
a legitimate perspective, which is in this case time series
analysis of elk abundance.
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